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RR-FL-119:
Decoration Wall Oil painting, Behind the quiet
house there is a lawn, a garden, a lot of flowers,
vegetables and fruits. It grows well and shows the
owner's diligence and love of life.

The oil paintings sold on the market are generally diluted with latex before use to void oil absorption. Oil painting paper is mostly used for sketching,
making color drafts, and emergency sketch lessons. European painters such as Jorge Behring, Rembrandt, Delacroix, and other painters all left paper
paintings, but the oil paintings used at that time were made of rags, unlike today’s papers. Made of pulp, some paper paintings are affixed to wood or cloth.


Looking for a flower painting? Our flower oil paintings on canvas are great for home wall decor or as gifts for people you love! Send us one of their favorite
flower photos, and we'll paint it!

Lead-free oil paint is the regular material we paint by,
Follwing the requests, we use also acrylic to dry fast
(15-45 minutes)
If you prefer to use oil paint only and willing to wait little bit more days, please let me know.

HOW IT WORKS
1: You reach out to us with a photo you'd like us to paint. Feel free to share your goals for the painting (size, style, budget)!
2: We work with you to determine the ideal painting size and style to meet your goals. Note that pricing varies based on subject, size, complexity, and style of
art.
3: We create a custom listing. You buy the listing. We start painting.
4: Once the painting is complete, we send you a photograph of the painting for your review.
5: We let the painting dry in our studio before we send it to you.

